CAS LECTURE SERIES

WEDNESDAY • 4:30 P.M. • LUCE 203

Agbogbloshie, Toxic Ecoscapes and Free Labor in Pieter Hugo’s *Prophecy*
Cajetan Iheka, Associate Professor of English, Yale University

Artworks as Cultural Ambassadors: Developing a partnership with the National Museum, Lagos
James Green, Assistant Curator of African Art, Yale University

UkaUkuphazama iNatali: Bringing Queer and Indigenous Studies Approaches to South African History and Beyond
TJ Tallie, Assistant Professor of History, University of San Diego

Everyday Miracles and Mysteries: A poetics of Maternal Death and Survival in Nigeria
Adeola Oni-Orisan, Resident Physician, UC, San Francisco

Re-evaluating the African Archive in Cold War & African Historiography
Nana Osei-Opare, Assistant Professor of History, Fordham University

The Absent Foundation: Indigenous Knowledge in Africa’s Advancement Discourse
Chika Ezeanya Esiobu, Visiting Professor, University of Rwanda

The Political Life of an Epidemic: Cholera, Crisis and Citizenship in Zimbabwe
Simukai Chiguda, Associate Professor of African Politics, Oxford University
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